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GENERIC ONE-PARAMETER FLOWS ON THE TORUS 
AND BIFURCATIONS OF PERIODIC ORBITS 
by PAVOL BRUNOVSKY 
§1 
We consider differential equations of the form 
x = <p(ji, x, y) 
where x, yeR1, the scalar parameter fteP(= R1 or S1), cp, \j/ are Cr(2 ̂  r ^ oo) 
and periodic with period 1 in x and y, and cp(fi, x, y) > 0 for all fi, x, y. Because of 
the periodicity assumption (E^) can be identified with a vector field on the torus 
S^S1. 
The basic theory of differential equations on the torus has become a standard 
part of the books on differential equations (cf., e.g. [1]). Recently, the problems 
of topological classification and structural stability as well as dependence of the 
flow of a differential equation on the torus on parameters has been brought up by 
several authors (cf. [2 — 6]). 
To study the qualitative behavior of the flow of (E^) one associates with (E^) 
a Cr diffeomorphismf, : R1 -> R1 obtained as follows:/^) is equal to the j-coordi-
nate of the first intersection with the line x = 1 of the trajectory of (E^) through 
(0, y). Obviously, 
/„(y+ l ) « / , ( y ) + l for ally (1) 
andf, mod 1 is a Cr diffeomorphism of S1. 
From the basic theory one knows of the existence of an important topological 
invariant off,, the rotation number Q(Q = lim n~xf^(y), which is independent of y. 
n-»oo 
Furthermore, one knows that if g(fll) is rational (equal, say, to kl'
1, k, I, relatively 
prime), then f. has at least one /-periodic point (i.e. a point y such that f^(y) — y 
is integer andfXjO — y is not integer for 0 < j < I), i.e. (E^) has at least one periodic 
trajectory; if g(ffl) is irrational, then by a continuous transformation of coordinates, 
fn can be brought to the translation y + Q(Q. 
We are interested in the typical behavior of g(ffl) if [i varies. Our motivation for 
this problem stems from the problem of generic bifurcation of periodic trajectories 
of differential equations: for other motivations, cf., e.g. [7]. This problem is also 
closely related to the problems studied in [2 — 6]. 
To make precise what we mean by typical (or, generic) behavior, we denote by 
#" the space of all Cr maps f:PxR1^R1 such thatf, : R1 -> R1 defined asf.00 = 
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-=f(jfj, y) is a diffeomorphism satisfying (1), endowed with the Cr Whitney topology. 
A property of maps from 2F is called generic if it is valid for everyffrom some residual 
subset of J^. One can make the corresponding definition for the space of differential 
•equations (E^) and show the equivalence of genericity in the space J^ and the space 
of differential equations (E^). 
Denote <xr(ju) = Q(ft). By a fi-orbit of a point y0 we understand the set of points 
/i(yo)> J integer. 
From [2, 3] we know that af is continuous, but not Lipschitz continuous in general. 
From the results of [8] it follows that, generically, the loci Zt(f) of /-periodic points 
of f M , fieP are 1-dimensional submanifolds of P x R
l, intersecting every set 
^fi = M x Rl i n isolated points. Furthermore, if Zx(f) does not intersect S^ trans-
versally at y, then (/*)"(y) ± 0, - ^ (y) / 0. 
From these facts we obtain the following. 
Proposition 1. There is a residual subset ^r1 of & such that for every fe &\ the 
following is valid: 
For Q rational CTJ1(Q) is a disjoint union of closed intervals with non-empty 
interiors. If Q = k/-1 (k, / relatively prime), then for any right (left) endpoint \i0 of 
such interval, there is exactly one \x0-orbit of l-periodic points, for any point y0 of 
which the quantities -^-f„0(yo) and (f io)
/,(yo) ore different from 0 and have the same 
{the opposite) sign. 
Remark 1. If we make a restriction I ^ L < oo in proposition 1, "residual" in 
its statement can be replaced by "open dense". 
Proposition 2. Let the assumptions of proposition 1 be satisfied and let pi0 be a right 
endpoint of an interval of GJ1(Q) satisfying (2). Then, of is increasing or decreasing in 
Ml 
some neighbourhood of \i0 according to the sign of—~- (y0) o\x 
neighbourhood of y0. 
A similar statement is true for the left endpoints of the intervals of of X(Q). 
This proposition is a corollary of the following lemma formulated only for the 
case 
but not constant in any 
M = M 0 
-Ы > 0. (3) 
Д = MO Ofl 
Lemma 1. Let the assumptions of proposition 2 and (3) be satisfied. Then, there are 
Y\ > 0 and n0 such that for all n > n0, fi0 ^ fix < \i2 < A*o + *7> y
 G -R\ 
f»<f>). 
The p r o o f of this lemma is based upon the observation that the closer n is to /i 0, 
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the more points of the //-orbit of any point are contained in anychoosen neighbour-
hood of the jU0-orbit of y0. 
From Proposition 2 and Lemma 1, using Remark 1 we obtain two theorems on 
the global behavior of the rotation number. Theorem 1 shows that although of 
is not Lipschitz continuous in general, generically its behavior is still quite regular. 
Theorem 2 shows a certain stability of of. 
Theorem 1. There is an open dense subset 2F0 of !F such that for every fe 3P0, 
every compact subset of P can be written as a finite union of closed intervals with 
nonitersecting interiors, on each of which of is monotone. The maximal and minimal 
values of ofon each of these intervals (which are the values of of at the endpoints of the 
intervals) are rational. 
*> 
Corollary. Generically, of is of bounded variation. 
Theorem 2. Let fe tFx. Then, for every g e tFx sufficiently close to f og is topolo-
gically equivalent to of in the following sense: There is a homeomorphism h :P -> P 
such that ogoh = of. Moreover, h tends to identity as g -> / 
The next proposition can be considered as a certain counterpart to proposition 
2 for of(p0) being irrational. 
I 
Proposition 3. Let f^Jy) — y 4- a, where a is irrational. Let p0 -= J fl(x) dx =£ 0, 
rif ° 
where p(x) = -J— (ji0, x). Then, of is increasing or decreasing in some neighbourhood 
dpi 
of p0 according to the sign of f$0. 
This proposition follows from the following lemma: 
Lemma 2. Let the assumptions of proposition 3 be satisfied and let p0 > 0. Then, 
there exist n > 0, k such that for all fit < \i2, | \ix — \i0 | < n, i — 1,2 and all y, 
n > 0, 
fM < f?M 
For the proof we note that 
n-\ 
K(y) = y + n<* + (̂  ~ /̂ o) £ P(y + Ia) + °(l* " Mo) 
j = o 
n- 1 
and that by the ergodic theorem lim £ fi(y -f- jcc) -> fi0. 
i=o 
Remark 2. Although it is known, that any C2 automorphism of S1 with an irration-
al rotation number a can be brought to the translation y + a by a continuous change 
of coordinates, proposition 3 does not appeal to every such map since it is not known 
in general whether the change of coordinates can be made differentiable. However, 
in [2] it is proved that the analytic maps for which the change of coordinates can be 
made analytic are dense in the set of C maps in the C° topology. 
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From lemmas V 2 we can obtain also some information about the manifold of 
periodic points Z{(f) forfe 3F x : 
Proposition 4. Let the assumptions of lemma 1 or lemma 2 be satisfied and let 
fe J^r. Then, there is a neighbourhood U offi0 (right in case of of (D,0) rational) such 
that for every Q = kl~x rational and every interval J of a} 1(Q) contained in U, Zx(f) n 
n [JxK1] is connected. 
From proposition 4 we obtain 
Theorem 3. Let fetF^. Then for every ge &x sufficiently close to f the sets Zx(f) 
and Zt(g) are isomorphic. Moreover, their isomorphism tends to identity as g ->f 
§2 
In this section we relate the problems studied in §1 to the problem of generic 
bifurcations of periodic trajectories of differential equations. 
Denote by 3C the space of one-parameter Cr differential equations (or, vector 
fields, 2 < r ^ oo) on an n-dimensional manifold M, i.e. the space of maps X : P x 
x M-+ TM such that for every \i e P, X^ : M -» TM defined by X^x) = X(ii, x) 
is a vector field (or, in the classical notation, a differential equation x = X(fi, x)), 
with the Whitney Cr topology (again, P is either R1 or S1). 
Let i"bea periodic trajectory with period T of X (if we consider it as a subset 
of P x M, we shall label it by ju0 and write (/x0, F)). It is important to know what 
happens to this trajectory and the flow in its neighbourhood if the parameter is 
slightly changed. If the local topological structure of the flow remains preserved 
(i.e., Xp is locally topologically equivalent to X^ at F1)), (/,i0, F) is called an ordinary 
periodic trajectory, if not, (ti0 > -
r) is called a bifurcation periodic trajectory of X. 
It follows from the structural stability theorems that (fi0, F) can be a bifurcation 
trajectory only if at least one of its non-trivial multipliers lies on the unit circle. 
In [9] it is proven that generically (genericity is defined in a similar way as for flows 
on the torus in § 1) this is possible in three ways only: 
1. one non-trivial multiplier is 1, 
2. one non-trivial multiplier is —1, 
3. a pair of complex conjugate multipliers not being roots of unity lie on the unit 
circle, and in each case none of the other non-trivial multipliers is on the unit circle. 
It follows from [8, 10, 11] that generically, the bifurcations in these cases look as 
follows: 
In case 1, for ft on one side of fi0 there are two periodic orbits in the neighbourhood 
of F the periods of which tend to T as jn -> ^0 and which collapse into (ju0, F) and 
disappear for fi on the other side of fi0. 
x) this means that there is a homeomorphism h of some neighborhood U of F onto f(U), again 
a neighbourhood of F, mapping trajectories of X^Q in U onto trajectories of X^ in h(U). 
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In case 2 and 3? there are periodic trajectories (/(, F^) of X for any // close to //0 
in the neighbourhood of (/z0, F) the periods of which tend to Fas /i -> /i0 and which 
together with (/J0, F) form a 2-dimensional C
r manifold. Further, in case 2 there is 
another periodic trajectory for the values of /( on one side of ju0 which collapses into 
(fi0, F) and disappears for \i on the other side of ji0, the period of which approaches 
2F as ju -> /(0 : in case 3, for the values of \i on one side of JX0 there is an invariant 
torus of XM which collapses into (/i0, F) and disappears on the other side of [i0. 
In the cases 1 and 2 the entire topological picture of the bifurcation is clear and 
there are no more bifurcation trajectories in some neighbourhood of (/*0, F) in 
P x M except of (ju0, F) itself. In fact, we are able to give a topological classification 
of the possible bifurcations of type 1 and 2 in a certain precise sense (this will be 
the subject of our forthcoming paper). However, in case 3 the topology of the bifurca-
tions depends essentially on the topology (and, thus, also, on the behavior of the 
rotation number) of the flow on the invariant torus that splits from (//0, F). 
The theorems of § 1 have only an indirect value for the understanding of this 
problem. In fact, only propositions 3 and 4 can be applied directly. Namely, in 
proper coordinates the automorphism of S1 associated with the flow on the invariant 
torus for /i > //0 can be represented in the form 
fn(y) = y + a + (/i - \i0) p(y) + o(/i - /O 
I 
Since it can be proven that generically \ fi(y) dy ?- 0 it follows from proposition 
o 
3 that, generically, in some neighbourhood of /i0 the rotation number of the flow 
is either increasing or decreasing and not constant. Consequently, generically, in 
any neighbourhood of (fi0, F) in P x M there are infinitely many bifurcation periodic 
trajectories. As a consequence of proposition 4 we obtain that generically, for every 
/ there exists a neighbourhood Ut of /i0 such that the intersection of the manifold 
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